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We make precise the following statements: B(G), the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra 
of locally compact group G, is a dual of G and vice versa. Similarly, A(G), the 
Fourier algebra of G, is a dual of G and vice versa. We define an abstract Fourier 
(respectively, Fourier-Stieltjes) algebra; we define the dual group of such 
a Fourier (respectively, Fourier-Stieltjes) algebra; and we prove the analog 
of the Pontriagin duality theorem in this context. The key idea in the proof is 
the characterization of translations of B(G) as precisely those isometric auto- 
morphisms @ of B(G) which satisfy 1) p - eie@p II8 + I/p + e%?$ II* = 4 for 
all B E 4e and all pure positive definite functions p with norm one. One par- 
ticularly interesting technical result appears, namely, given ri , x2 E G, neither 
of which is the identity e of G, then there exists a continuous, irreducible 
unitary representation s of G (which may be chosen from the reduced dual of 
G) such that n(q) # w(e) and +x2) # n(e). We also note that the group of 
isometric automorphisms of B(G) (or A(G)) contains as a (“large”) closed, 
normal subgroup the topological version of Burnside’s “holomorph of G.” 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is in part motivated by the duality theories of Pontriagin 
and von Kampen (cf. [9, (24.8); or 16, (1.7.2)]), and Tannaka and 
Krein (cf. [lo, Sect. 301). Th e author has also been greatly inspired 
by the work of Eymard [7], Tatsuuma [18], and Takesaki [17]. The 
duality theory we propose for nonabelian groups differs from previous 
work on the subject in that it emphasizes more the geometric (and 
their interplay with the algebraic) properties of the dual object. 
We assume throughout a familiarity with the results of [7] and [20], 
and any notations used but not defined in this paper are explained in 
the preliminaries of [20]. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by Aut(B(G)) the topological group of isometric, Banach 
algebra automorphisms of B(G), with composition as the group 
product and the topology of strong convergence, i.e., a net {QoI} in 
Aut(B(G)) converges to @ E Aut(B(G)) if 
li,m )] @,J - @b ljB(~) = 0 
for each b E B(G). We shall also have occasion to use the weak topology 
on Aut(B(G)) determined by a set SC W*(G), viz, a net {@,J in 
Aut(B(G)) converges to @ E Aut(B(G)) in this topology if 
lim (s, @,$ - @b) = 0 
a 
for each b E B(G) and each s E S. 
We denote by Aut(G) the set of all topological automorphisms of G, 
by a - Aut(G) the set of all topological anti-automorphisms of G 
(where if G is abelian we set a - Aut(G) = 4, the empty set), and 
by A Aut(G) the set-theoretic union Aut(G) u a - Aut(G). We 
denote by I the set of inner automorphisms of G, viz, for g E G 
IO E I is given by IQ: x E G t-+g-lxg E G. We denote by T, the set of 
left translations of G, i.e., for g E G T, E T, is given by Tg: x E G E+ 
gx E G. Also TR denotes the set of right translations of G, where the 
right translation by g E G is given by TJg E TR . 
From [20, Theorem 21 we see that each @ E Aut(B(G)) factors 
(uniquely) as 
Q, = tT,tY (1) 
where Tg E TL and Y E A Aut(G) and 
(x, tTgb) =(TcSx), b  = <ix b) 
and 
(x, W> = (Y(x), b) for ail x E G and b E B(G). 
From this point on (unless there is possibility of confusion) we will 
abuse notation and write Tg not only for the left translation by g but 
also for its various transposes lT, , ffTp . A similar abuse of notation is 
applied to YE A Aut(G). The uniqueness of (1) follows from (i) of 
(the easily verified) Proposition 1 below and the fact that A Aut(G) = 










T,T, = Thg , for Tg , Th E T, . 
I&& = I& ) for I() ) I,L E I. 
TgY = YT,(,, , for Tg E T, and YE Aut(G). 
TgY = YI,(g)T,(,) , for TB E T, and YE a - Aut(G). 
IgY = y&f, > for Ig E I and YE Aut(G). 
IgY = YIy(gp , for I, E I and YE a - Aut(G). 
We note in passing that g E G I-+ TgIB E T, is a topological isomor- 
phism of G onto the closed subgroup T, of Aut(B(G)) and that 
g E GOP t+ Tg E T, is a topological isomorphism of the opposed group 
of G, GOP > onto the closed subgroup T, of Aut(B(G)). Denoting 
T, n T, by Z we have the following self-explanatory diagram (as a 
corollary of Proposition I) where a solid line indicates “closed (in 
the weak topology determined by G C W*(G)) normal subgroup,” 
and a dotted line indicates “normal subgroup.” 
Diagram 1. 
Though we do not use the following observations in the sequel, the 
reader may find it curious to note that if G is abelian, Aut(B(G)) is the 
semidirect product of Aut(G) with G, i.e., the (topological) holomorph 
of G, a structure introduced as early as 1897 by Burnside (cf. [2, 8). 
For G nonabelian we cite Diagram 1 to justify calling Aut(B(G)) the 
extended (topological) holomorph of G. We note in passing that T, is a 
normal subgroup of Aut(B(G)) f i an only if G is abelian; and that d 
Aut(G) or A Aut(G) are normal in Aut(B(G)) if and only if G is the 
one or two element group. 
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3. THE DUAL GROUP OF A FOURIER AND A 
FOURIER-STIELTJES ALGEBRA 
We now proceed to construct the locally compact topological group 
G using only our knowledge of the special Banach algebra structure of 
B(G), the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G. We shall also give a construc- 
tion of G from A(G), the Fourier algebra of G. As it turns out it is 
easy to take an isolated first step, namely, to recover the underlying 
topological space of G. So we shall begin with the discussion of how 
this is done. From [20, Theorem l(iv)] we observe that the underlying 
topological space of G is easily found as soon as we have determined 
A(G), viz., o(A(G)), the spectrum of A(G), is homeomorphic with the 
underlying space of G. To this end we have the following intrinsic 
characterization of A(G) within B(G). 
THEOREM 1. The Fourier algebra of G, A(G) is the smallest, 
norm-closed, nonzero ideal in B(G) which is invariant under Aut(B(G)), 
i.e., A(G) = n,, I where 9 is the set of all norm-closed, nonzero ideals 
I C B(G) such that @(I) C I for all @ E Aut(B(G)). 
Proof. We show first that A(G) E 9. The only verification which is 
not well known, perhaps, is the fact that @(A(G)) C A(G) for all 
@ E Aut(B(G)). G iven such a @, we observe from (1) that @ is (among 
other things) the transpose of a homeomorphism of G, viz., the 
transpose of “ds lG . Now from the definition of A(G) (cf. [7, Prop. 3.4 
and Definition 3.51, given a E A(G), there exists a sequence 
{a,> C W-3 n C,(G) C 43 such that lim, I] a, - a Ilecc) = 0. Since 
@ is an isometry of B(G), lim, 1) @(a,) - @(a)ljB(c) = 0. However, 
@(an) E B(G) n C,(G) f or all n (recall that for all x E G, 
(x, @,(%J> = <“W, %> 
and that “Qr lG is a homeomorphism of G). Thus by the definition of 
A(G), G(u) E A(G). Thus A(G) 1 n,641. To show the converse 
inclusion we prove that I E 9 implies A(G) C I. Since I # {0}, there 
exists u E I with u(x,,) # 0 for some x0 E G. Let ezO E A(G) satisfy 
e(x,,) = 1 (cf. [7, Lemma 3.21). Then a = uezO E A(G) n I, and 
a(~,,) = u(x,) e,,(xJ = u(x& # 0. Since I is invariant under Aut(B(G)), 
T,a E A(G) n I for all g E G. Thus 0 # a(~,,) = (xOg-‘g, a) = 
(g, T, ,+Q). Since I is norm-closed, A(G) n I is a norm-closed ideal 
in A(&) which does not vanish at any point g E G. Thus, by the 
generalized Wiener Tauberian Theorem [7, Cor. 3.38],13 I n A(G) = 
A(G); and we are done. 
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We can now easily reconstruct the underlying topological space of G. 
Denote the set of (complex-valued) norm continuous linear functionals 
on B(G) by B(G)‘; and recall that o(B(G)), the spectrum (nonzero 
multiplicative linear functionals) of B(G) is contained in B(G)‘. We 
now have Definition 1. 
DEFINITION 1. If s E a(B(G)) is such that s IAIG) is not identically 
zero, then we say s is a regular character of B(G). We denote the set of 
regular characters of B(G) by 9?. The fact that 9, equipped with the 
relativized a(B(G)‘, B(G)) topology, is homeomorphic to the under- 
lying space of G is just [20] Theorem l(iv). 
We now must equip 9 with a group structure so that &!Z will be 
a topological group topologically isomorphic with G. The next 
theorem is the key to recovering the group structure of G from B(G). 
Recall that P(G), the positive cone of B(G), denotes the set of all 
continuous positive definite functions on G. We denote by P(G), the 
elements in P(G) of norm one, and by ext(P(G),) the extreme points 
of P(G), . 
THEOREM 2. A given @ E Aut(B(G)) satis$es 
(2) 
for aZZp E ext(P(G),) an d II a real 0 ;f and only ;f @ = T,Y, whereg E G 
and Yg E A Aut(G) h as the property that for each p E ext(P(G),), 
Ybp = either p or I,p. 
Remark. This theorem says that if @E Aut(B(G)) satisfies (2), 
then @ acts as a translation on each pure positive definite function. 
It is not obvious at this point, however, that Qi must be a left or right 
translation. 
Proof. Recall first that p E ext(P(G),) means that the cyclic 
representation of C*(G), {n* , HP , &,p), determined by p is irreducible 
(cf. [4, 2.4.4 and 2.5.41). If e[rJ is the support of 7rp, a central 
projection in W*(G) (cf. [20]), we have that e[?r,]W*(G) is canonically 
isomorphic with Y(H,), all bounded operators on HP; and e[?r,]. 
B(G) is canonically isometrically isomorphic with ..Y(H,), . Also, 
for all x E W*(G) (x, p) = (nJx)& 1 .&JH, , which we shall henceforth 
write simply as (.x& 1 &JH, . Now suppose Qi = TOY0 satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2, e.g., suppose for a certain p E ext(P(G),) 
that @p = T,p; we shall show that (2) is satisfied for all real 6. 
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Let X, y E W*(G) with ]Ix(( ,< 1 and IJyII 6 1; then 
I<% P - @@P>I” + KY, P + @@P>12 
= Kxf, I f,> - @Yxf, I r1f,)12 + Krf, I f,) + eie(yf, I g-1f,)12 
d II x4, II2 II f, - e-%?f, /I2 + II yf9 /I2 Ii t?, + e-ieg-15, II2 
d 4 II 5, II2 II 5, II2 = 4, 
by the parallelogram law and the fact that (( x I(, I( y I( < 1; recall also 
that I[ & II2 = I( p I(B(G) = 1. Thus we have established that 
I/P - @@p II2 + II P + eie@P II2 < 4 
for all real 8 and each p E P(G), such that @p = TOP. (Practically the 
same argument works for @p = T,I,p.) To show equality for 
p E ext(P(G),), let x E S(H,) be the partial isometry with initial 
subspace the one-dimensional subspace of HP spanned by &, and 
final subspace the one-dimensional subspace of HP spanned by 
& - eei@g-l& , where in particular, 
xl, = (5, - e-ieg-1f8)/ll f, - e-%-lf, II). 
(Note: If & = e-ik-l[p , then by setting y = identity operator in 
Z(H,) we attain the desired supremum of 4.) Thus we have 
l(xfD I f,) - eie(xf, Ig-‘f,)l” = I! f, - +2?f, /12, 
and (1 x 11 = 1. S imilarly, let y E 9(H,) be a partial isometry in 5?(Hp) 
such that I(yt$ I &J + eie(y& I &$)I2 = II fI, + e-ieg-l&, /12. By the 
canonical isomorphism between e[vp]W*(G) and ,Lp(HJ we may 
suppose x, y E W*(G), II x 11 = I/y II = 1; and equality holds in (2). 
Again, a similar argument handles the case where @p = TJgp. 
Conversely, given 0 = Tgvl suppose (2) holds for all real B and all 
p E ext(P(G),). W e can conclude immediately that Y, which is an 
automorphism (or antiautomorphism) of W*(G), satisfies Y(e[r]) = 
e[n] for all continuous, irreducible unitary representations 7r of G. 
[If ~w-ol) i 4d~ th en by the fact that e[m,,] is a minimal central 
projection in W*(G) we have e[r,,] #-l(e[rr,,]) = 0. To simplify 
notation let Y-l(e[rJ) = zr and e[no] = z2 . Let p, E ext(P(G),) be a 
coefficient of ?T~. We have then (aI, Yp,,) = (x2, p,) = 1, (z2, yp,) = 0 
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and (x1 , pa) = (zrz, , p,,) = 0. Now note that -x1 e-“g-l + xs and 
zr emieg-l + zs have norm one in W*(G), and 
8 3 II p. - eie@po II2 + II PO + eie@Po II2 
>, I(-zle-feg-l + z, ,p, - eieToYpo)12 
+ I(zle-ieg-l + z2 , PO + eie T,Vo)12 
= l<z2 > PO> + (3 9 ~Po)12 + I@2 >PO> + (3 3 YPo)12 
= 4 +4 = 8.1 
Consequently, if p E ext(P(G),) is a coefficient of a continuous unitary, 
irreducible representation rr,, , then Yp E ext(P(G),) is also a coefficient 
of rrs. (Note: Y is an isometry of B(G) which leaves invariant P(G) 
and hence preserves ext(P(G),) as a set.) 
With the preceding paragraph we will now be able to conclude that 
given p E ext(P(G),), !?‘p = either p or I,p. First, p and Yp both being 
coefficients of 7rP, we have that there exist tl, t2 E HP such that 
<x, P> = (~~(4 f1 I 5&f, = (more simpW4 I CA), 
<x, W> = (n,(x) t2 I t2hp = (more simply)(xS, I f2). 
Now it is immaterial which vector of unit length we choose from the 
ray in HP that determines a given state, e.g., (xei*[r / eis[r) = (x, p) 
for all real 6; similarly (xe@ta 1 eisg,) = (x, u/p) for all real /3. Thus 
there is no loss in generality if we assume [r and & are chosen so that 
0 < (51 I 52) = cos a’, where we pick 0~’ E [0, VT/~]. Now pick a real 
19~ so that 0 < (4, 1 e-ieog-rt,) = cos a, where 01 E [0,7r/2]. (Observe 
at this point that Yp = p if and only if 5, = ei”fl for some real 6, 
in particular if IX’ = 0; and Yp = I,p if and only if c2 = ei”gf, for 
some real & in particular if (Y = 0, (cf. [4, 2.5.7]).) Now we see that 
Ij p - eiSoOp /I2 + /I p + eieo@p (I2 
3 I(4 I 0 + (d2)l - e-is%?t2‘2)12 
+ I(r& I 5,) + (rt2 I e+e%w152)12 
(*) 
for all X, y E W*(G) with II x 11 < 1 and I( y 1) Q 1. 
Suppose now that (real) coordinates have been chosen in a real 
two-dimensional subspace 9’ containing e-+g-l5, and 5, such that the 
(positive) horizontal axis bisects the angle 01 E [0, r/2] between the 
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afforementioned vectors. Define [il = (cos((Y’/~, -sin(ci’/2)) and 
f2’ = (cos(d/2), sin(ol’/2)) in 8. We shall now choose a specific 
y0 E Z(EZ,) to insert in (*) above. Namely, define y0 as follows. 
rof1 = fl’? Yof2 = f2l; Yorl = 0 
for all 77 E HP orthogonal to ((6, , (a}), the complex linear span of ,$r 
and ,$a . (Note: If [r and (a are linearly dependent then [r = 6s and 
hence (I1 = [a’.) This defines (by 1 inearity) y. E 9(H,) and we have 
11 y. /I = 1, as we see from the following easy computation. Let 
5 = a,& + a2t2 + rlo and 5’ = alYll + ~~‘4,~ + vol with 
70 E <{fl P 521)” and 
1 designating the orthogonal subspace, where 5 and c1 represent 
arbitrary vectors of unit length in HP if vectors q,, , v,,l and complex 
numbers a, , a2 , a,l, us1 are allowed to suitably vary. Hence 
KY05 I 5’11 = kfll + %f21 I%‘fll’ + azlfzl + rlol)l 
< II a,fC + azf2 II II %‘fC + %lfal II < 1; 
thusI/y,II = 1. I n a similar fashion we choose new (real) co-ordinates 
for B so that the (positive) abscissa bisects the angle rr - 01 between 
-ee-ag-lt, and f, . We define [i’ = (cos(&/2), -sin(or’/2)) and 
g$’ = (cos(a’/2), sin(ol’/2)) in 9’; and we choose the specific 
xo E =W$), II xo II = 1, 0 0 insert in (*)) as follows. xoC1 = 6i1, 
~~5 t;af”’ x07 = 0 for all q E ({tr , (a})‘. Inserting x0 andy, in (*) we 
4 2 I(f? I fd + (fi’ I - e-ieog-1f2)12 + I(511 I 5,) + (fzl I emie%-‘f2)12 
2 I , 2 
= 4 cos g sin g + sin 4 cos ; I + 4 1 cos 5 2 5 E 2 cos 2 + sin 2 sin 2 
= 4 /sin2 r+) + cos2 (+)I 
= 2{1 - cos(ar + or’) + 1 + cos(ol - OL’)) 
= 4 + 4 sin OL sin LY’ = 4(1 + sin OL sin 0~‘) 3 4 
since 01, (Y’ E [0, 7r/2]. Thus under the assumption that (2) holds, we 
must have that 01 = 0 or 01’ = 0; i.e., either ‘up = p or Yp = I,p. 
The proof is now complete. 
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Remark. If b E B(G), x E W*(G) and 11 x )( < 1, then 
II b - x * ZJ II2 + II b + 32 -b II2 < 4 II b II2 
as can be seen from the first part of the proof of Theorem 2 and 
[7, 2.141. 
Also it is a fairly simple matter to check that (2) is equivalent to 
I/ b - eieOb II2 + 11 b + eWb II2 = 4 for all real 6 (2’) 
and all b which are (not necessarily positive definite) coefficients of 
continuous, irreducible unitary representations, with I( b IIBtG) = 1. 
Remark. In [21], following Theorem 2, we gave automorphisms 
satisfying (2) a ‘special name, the coherent automorphisms. We will 
obtain as a corollary of the following lemmas that any automorphism 
satisfying (2) is either a right translation or a left translation. Thus we 
need not introduce the term coherent at this time, and we will be 
able to considerably strengthen Theorem 3 (as stated in [21]). 
We recall that G, , the closed subset of G which is weakly contained 
(in the sense of Fell) in h, the left regular representation of G onL2(G), 
is called the reduced dual of G (cf. [4, 18.3.11). Recall also that G;, 
identifies as a topological space with the “dual” of the C*-algebra 
C,*(G), where C,*(G) is the norm closure of h(Ll(G)) in P’(Ls(G)) 
(cf. [4, 18.3.21). 
LEMMA 1. G and G r are Baire spaces in the Fell topology. 
Proof. See [4, 3.4.131. 
LEMMA 2. Giwen a C* algebra A, e.g., C,*(G), a (nondegenerate) 
faithful representation 0, e.g., A, and a (nonempty) open set 8 C A, there 
exists a (nonzero) subrepresentation of 8, weakly contained in 0. 
Proof. Let I = nnER-, kerA rr. Let 6(1)w be the closure of f?(l) in 
O(A)” in the weak operator topology. Note that O(A)” denotes the 
von Neumann algebra generated by B(A) in Y(H,). Now e(l)w is 
a two-sided weakly closed ideal in e(A)w = B(A)“, hence there 
exists a central projection x E 8(A)” such that O(I)w = .&(A)“, (cf. [3, 
p. 42, Cor. 31). N ow 0 followed by the induction defined by x yields 
a representation z0 of A on xHB . First of all we observe that z0 is not 
a “zero representation” since 0 is (nonempty) open. Second, we see 
that zB is weakly contained in 0 by the following argument. If 
(I E nnEB ker, n, then la = {xu: x EI) = {O}, since if VT E A - 0 we 
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have r(la) = r(I) n(a) = Or(a) = (0) and if r E 0 we have x(la) = 
57(I) 57(a) = 77(I)O = (0) and n,,,,- ker n = (0). Next, if la = {0}, then 
a E ker ~0, since there exists a net {Q~} C I for which 0 < e(a,) f z and 
d(a) = w - lim, 0(aJ 8(a) = w - lim, 8(qr) = 0. Thus by the 
definition of weak containment, ~0 is weakly contained in 0 (cf. 
[4, 3.4.51). 
LEMMA 3. Given a closed subgroup L of G and p, E ext(P(L)l) such 
that there exists a p1 E P(G), satisfying p1 IL. = p, , then there exists a 
P,’ E ext(P(G)J satisfying pO1 IL = p, . If pl can be chosen in 
P(G), n A(G), then p,l can be chosen such that the representation 
=ij v G- 1 E 
Proof. Consider the set C = {p E P(G),: p IL = p,,}. This is a 
(nonempty) weak*-compact, convex set in C*(G);,, . By the Krein- 
Millman theorem we can select an extreme point p,,l of this set. Now 
suppose PO i=+,+(l -A)p,(l >A >0), p,,p+P(G),. Thus 
PO1 IL = PO = API IL + (1 - A)& IL implies $3 IL = p, IL = p. since 
PO E ext(P(L)& H ence p, , p, E C and pol E ext(C), thus p, = p, = pol 
implies p,i E ext(P(G),). Now if p1 E P(G), n A(G) F C,*(G);,, , 
then consider the set D = (p E C,*(G);,,: p IL = po}. The set D IS 
nonempty, w*-compact, convex; thus by the Krein-Millman theorem 
there exists a pol E ext(D), which as above can be shown to be in 
ext(C,*(G);,,). Thus rPOl , the cyclic representation of C,*(G) 
constructed from p,i is in C,*(G)“, i.e., rPOp,’ E G, . 
PROPOSITION 2 (Refinement of Gelfand-Raikov [4, 13.6.61). If 
x1 , x2 are any two elements of locally compact group G, each distinct from 
e, the identity of G, then there exists a single continuous, irreducible, 
unitary representation n of G such that n(xl) # rr(e) and rr(xz) # r(e). 
Furthermore, rr can be chosen to be in G, . The foregoing is not true in 
general for three or more elements distinct from e. 
Proof. Let SZi = {n E GT: n(xi) = n(e)), i = 1, 2. Now ST1 and 
SZ2 are closed (cf. [4, 18.1 S]). If there is no ~7 E G’, such that 
~(3~) # r(e), i = 1, 2, then G:, = SZ, u SZ, . Since there are only 
two closed sets whose union is the Baire space G:, , we have three 
possibilities (i) Se = 4 (and SF f 41, 
or (iii) Sky” # 4, 
(iii 
i = 1, 2. In case (i), SZ, 
S$‘e=a~by~se$?h~~~ 
SX, = G,. and h(x,) = h(e), i.e., xZ = e a contradiction. Similarly, 
case (ii) implies x1 = e, a contradiction. Thus (iii) must hold, and by 
Lemma 2 we can choose 8, and e2 to be nonzero subrepresentations of h 
supported by SC and SF, respectively. Now consider c.+ , the 
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closure of the cyclic subgroup of G generated by Xi , i = 1,2. We can 
see that c’,< is compact, i = 1,2, as follows. Letg E G I-+ (ei(g)& j &) E @ 
(11 & 11 = 1) be a coefficient of 8, , i = 1,2, which being in A(G), 
vanishes at infinity. Now (O,(X,~)~, 1 Si) = 1, i = 1, 2 for all integers rz. 
[This is so since every such positive definite coefficient of ei is 
uniformly approximated on compact sets by finite sums of the form 
.Z&P,,~ , Z& = 1, Xksi >, 0 where p,*{ is a positive definite coeffi- 
cient of an element in S,. and ~h,,iPk,i(Xin) = CX,,, = 1 for any n 
since xi E nneS,, ker, rr i’ = 1, 2.1 Since (ei(.)5i / 5i) vanishes at 
infinity, a set o’n which it is identically 1 is precompact. We also 
observe that Cz, A Czz = (e}, since 
CE, n Cz2 C n ker, r = (e>. 
nss, us, 1 * 
Thus C&, , the group {xy E G: x E Czl , y E Cz8} 1s a compact 
subgroup of G, topologically isomorphic with Cz> x Cz, , the direct 
product. Now Czi is an abelian group so a (contmuous) irreducible. 
unitary representation of it is just a character pi . Select characters 
PI , pa SO that pi(Xi) # 1, i = 1, 2. Hence p, BP, is in ext(P(Cz,CzJ1) 
and 
and similarly p, @p,(x,) # 1. By Lemma 3, though, there exists a 
p1 E ext(G*(G)>,d such that p1 /c c = p, @pt. (Note that a 
norm-one positive definite functioz zf a compact subgroup of a 
locally compact group G can always be extended to G by an element of 
P(G), n A(G), and thus all hypotheses in Lemma 3 are satisfied 
(cf. [I 1 or 13]).) Nowpl is a coefficient of vDl E Gr and we are assuming 
that npl E Sz, or rrpl E Sz, . In case 7rp1 E S,, we have p, @ p,(x,) = 
p’(xl) = (7r,l(x&& j &I) = 1; and in case 7zp1 E Sz, we have 
p, 0 p,(x,) = p’(x,) = (~~l(x&,pl / &I) = 1, both of which are 
impossible. Thus our assumption that Gr = Sz, u Sz2 cannot be 
and our proposition is proved. As for the analogous proposition for 
three or more distinct points one need only consider the group 
C, X C, , the direct product of the two element group with itself, to 
get a counterexample. 
When the author recently attended the (August, 1972) A. M. S. 
conference on harmonic analysis he had a proof of Proposition 2 for G 
abelian and for G compact, and Proposition 2 was only conjectured 
in general. The author discussed this conjecture with several people 
whom he would like to acknowledge at this time. L. Baggett inspired 
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the present proof of Proposition2 by suggesting what amounts to the 
fact that Cz, is compact. Thanks are also due to P. Eymard and 
H. Leptin for recalling attention to the fact that G is a Baire space. 
Remark. Before leaving Proposition 2 the reader may gain added 
insight into its “meaning” by considering the proposition in the simple 
case when G is abelian. In this case the dual group r = Sz. u Sz, if 
the proposition were false, where ST1 and Sz, are now proper, closed 
subgroups. But no group can be written as the union of two proper 
subgroups, so the proposition is true. (Note that a group can be written 
as a union of three proper subgroups, cf. C, x C, again.) Proposition 2 
can thus be considered the analog for G of the fact that a group is not 
the union of two proper subgroups. Thus, though in general not a 
group, G still retains a “group like” property. 
Remark. The following (useful) fact easily follows from Proposi- 
tion 2. Namely, if G = S, u S, where S, and S, are two arbitrary 
subsets of G with union G, then either 
r1 = g% =j or 
> 1 
m2 = no, ri 
9 2 
are faithful on G. (Note that without loss of generality G is a set 
(cf. [lo, p. 2, footnote 21). The same fact holds for G;, . 
We note that we can refine Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY 1. If x1 and xp are two elements in locally compact group 
G distinct from e, then there exists a single pure positive de$nite function, 
p E ext(P(G),), such that p(x,) # 1 and p(x2) # 1. Note that p can 
be chosen in ext(C,*(G)i,,). 
Proof. By Proposition 2 we have 7~ E G:, such that r(xi) # g(e) 
i = 1, 2. Thus there exists unit vector &i E H, defining pi(.) = 
(n(.)t, I I,) in ext(P(G),) so that p&d # 1, i.e., 4x1)& f 6, , If 
p1(x2) # 1 we are done; so suppose p,(x,) = 1, i.e., v(x~)~, = t1 - 
Similarly, there exists unit vector t, E H,, so that 
P,(X,) = (74x2) f2 I t22> f 1, 
i.e., rr(x2)t2 # t2. If p,(x,) # 1 we are done; so suppose pz(xl) = 1, 
i.e., n(x1)t2 = 5, . Th e coefficient p, of rr defined by 
52 = (41 + 52Yll & + 52 II 
is the required pure positive definite function. If pa(xi) = 1, i.e., 
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z(xl)(tl + 5,) = ,$r + [s, then r(xi)[, = I, a contradiction. Simi- 
larly pa(xs) = 1 cannot be, and we are done. 
Now before proving Corollary 2, let us make some preliminary 
observations. Suppose Tp‘u, satisfies (2) of Theorem 2, hence 
Ygp = either p or IBp for each p E ext(P(G),). We will now show that 
if ~$7~1 is the support of r E G, then !Pg restricted to e[n] W*(G) g 
9(H,) (we will freely identify these two objects in what follows) 
coincides with either the identity automorphism of e[r] W*(G) or 
with IB restricted to e[~] W*(G). The argument falls naturally into two 
cases, viz., (i) Y, _ c Aut(G) and (ii) !Pg E a - Aut(G). In case (i) we 
have by ([3, Chap. III, Sect. 3, Cor. 2]), that Ygx = u-lxu for all 
x EZ(H,,) and some fixed unitary u E Z(H,). Thus (x, Ygp> = 
(x, I,p> = either (x, p> or (x, I,p) for all x E P(H,,) and each 
positive definite coefficient of 7r. In case (ii) we have that x E dp(H,,) I+ 
Y&x’) E P’(H,) is an automorphism of 6p(H,,), where xL = jx*j with j 
being some fixed conjugate-linear isometry of H,, onto H, such that 
j” = identity and x* is the ordinary adjoint of x. (Note that (jt ) jq) = 
(7 ) 5) for all 5,~ E H, .) Thus YQ(xf) = u-ixu for all x E S(H,,) and 
some fixed unitary u E L?(H,). For a suitable & E H,, we have 
(x, Y,p) = (u-?jx*ju& 1 &J = (xju& I&&,) = either (x, p) or 
(x, 1,~) for all x E 9(Hn) and each positive definite coefficient p of r. 
Now for case (i) we have that u.$ = either eiat or ei”g[ for each 5 E H,, , 
(Y and ,8 reals depending on t. [To see this note that (xu[ 1 u.$) = 
either (xl 1 5) or (xg[ 1 ge) for all u E 9(H,) and each E E H, , where 
P = wc.c is a positive definite coefficient of n. Letting x be the (self- 
adjoint) projection on the one-dimensional subspace of H, spanned 
by 8 (or g.$), we get, e.g., 11 uf [I2 = (xuE 1 ut). Thus (by equality 
for Cauchy-Schwarz) u[ = eim.$ for some real a: (or ut = eiogf for 
some real /3).] S imilarly, for case (ii) we have that jut = either 
eiut or ei8g4 for each 6 E H,, , 01 and /3 reals depending on 5. Before 
establishing the conclusion we seek for case (i) and the fact that case 
(ii) is not possible, let us observe that in either case Y&g) = g. 
This is so since (g, ‘u,p) = either (g, p> or (g, I,p) = (g, p) for 
all p E ext(P(G),) (cf. [4, 13.6.51). As a consequence of this fact in 
case (i) we have that ug = gu (or more properly UT(g) = +g)u), and 
in case (ii) we have that jug = g-yu. 
Let US now show case (ii) does not occur. First observe ju,$ = &a(e)4 
cannot hold for every 6 E H, , where we have written t+(c) to emphasize 
the possible dependence on 5. [To see this, suppose jut = &(f)e 
for each 4 E H, and that H, is of dimension at least two. If H, has 
dimension one, of course, then on S(H,,) Yg is the identity. Thus let 
II , & E H,, be linearly independent, with jr& = eiakfk k = 1, 2 and 
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by linear independence  ial = eias = eiEt. Now consider /\t, for complex 
h, where eio(APl)htl = juX[i = Xeiul[, . The first part of our argument 
shows that eiaoc1) = ein2 = eial, thus h = A, which is impossible if 
X is not real.] Thus there must exist a &, E H,, such that jut,, = e@og&, 
with &, and g&, linearly independent. Now for arbitrary complex 
numbers (Ye and 01~ 
i4d-o + a2do) = 21ei80gfo + &2gb’(ei80gfo) = eiso(~lg~o + 6$,). 
Now 
ju(c&, + azg&,) = either e~oiu*2)(&,, + a2g&,) 
or eia(l$a!g(,l.$,, + o1agta). The former cannot hold if 1 (pi 1 and 1 ova 1 
are unequal, for example; since then (by linear independence of &, and 
g,fo) we have ei%%a = &(i~a)~i and e%, = eiaop2)Ly2 . Thus if 
) 01~ 1 # 101~ / we must have eiao(5ig&, + 52&J = ei0u>2)(oI,g&, + a2g2&J. 
Set a1 = 0, 01~ # 0, then eQ%,t,, = eiS(o~2),2g2[o , where eio(OT2) depends 
on 0~~ = 0 and 01~ . Thus we havegst, = 01~0~;~ ei(f+8(o,2)) to . Now for 
all (nonzero) ~ya we have gsto = e@s[o where ei8s is a constant 
(depending only on g). Thus from our previous equation for 
I a1 I # I a2 I we have, 
eisoElg(, + ei50~2[o = eiBcl*‘)algfo + e iBk2) is e 3a2to .
Hence, again by linear independence, e%i = ei~(1~2)cul and ei%a = 
&8(132) &a2 . If (pi and a2 are real, then we have ciao = eiB(1$2); and 
hence eiss = 1. Thus for 01~ , 01~ complex 1 a1 1 # 1 c+ 1 we have 
ak = e iW1,2)-00) ak ) K = 1, 2. This cannot be; for example, let 01~ = 1 
and 01~ = 2i. At this point we have now shown that case (ii) cannot 
occur; and, indeed, that ul, $ a - Aut(G) if TgYg satisfies (2). 
We are now in case (i), Y, E Aut(G); and we shall show that 
YQ is either the identity on e[a] W*(G) s LY(H,) or I, restricted to 
e[r] W*(G), for each r E G. First of all, recalling that Y&X) = U-I xu 
for all XE Y(H,,) and u some fixed unitary in -Ep(H,,), we have 
ut = eia(c)t or U( = eiB(c)ge for each < E H, . If the former holds for 
all 5 E H, , it follows as before that eia(” = egao is independent of 
5 E H,, . Hence Yg is the identity automorphism of 9(H,), and we 
are done. So suppose there exists to E H, with ufO = ei80gfo , with to 
and gf, linearly independent. Since ug = gu, for each 7 E ({to , gfo}) 
(the complex linear span of to and gfo) we have UT = eiSogv. Let 
({to, gE,))l be the orthogonal subspace; we will now show that for all 
n E ((to, gfo})l, UT = e@ogv. We have that ~(7 + to) = either eiu(q + to) 
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or eQ’g(q + &,). In the former case we have yet two alternatives (a) 
ur] = eia(n)-q or (b) uq = e @(s)gq. If (a) holds we have that ei”(q + 6,) = 
~(9 + 5,) = ei”+ + e@og&, , which implies that 0 = eirr = eta(s) = ei80 
by linear independence. If (b) holds 
which implies that 1) r] )I 2 & = eis(n)(gq 1 7). By equality in the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have gq = ei(u-B(n))T. By linear 
independence again we have eia = eioo = 0, a contradiction. Thus we 
must have ~(7 + [,,) = eiBg(q + &,), i.e., 
Uv + eiBOg& = eiag7j + .Pgf, . 
Taking inner products with g&, we get (~7 j g[,,) = (/ 4s 112(ei6 - ei”o). 
Now uq = either eia(n$ or eis(n)g;r); in either case 0 = (ur) I g&-J = 
11 & (j2(ei” - eiBo). Thus uq = ei@ogq for all 7 E ({&, , g&,})l and for all 
r] E ({&, , g.$,}>. Thus u = e@og, and & = IB on .J?(H,). 
We can now prove our second corollary of Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY 2. If T,Yg satisJies (2) in Theorem 2, then ul, = either I
or IQ . In particular, T,Y, is either (the transpose of) a left translation, 
T, , or (the transpose of) a right translation TPr, . 
Proof. For each n E G either ul, agrees with I0 on e[-rr] W*(G) or 
lu, agrees with I on e[r] W*(G), by the discussion immediately preced- 
ing this corollary. Let S, = {r E G: Yg agrees with IB on e[rr] W*(G)) 
and S, = {rr E G: u/, agrees with I on e[7r]W*(G)}. Recall now that G 
is identified with its image in W*(G) under the universal representa- 
tion, see [19] or [20]. Also Y,(x) corresponds to VQ(x) under this 
identification for x E G, thus with abuse of notation we can write 
Yb(x) = ““ul,(x) for x E G. 
Let Ni = naeS, Ker, 7~, i = 1, 2. It follows from Proposition 2 
that either Ni = {e} or N, = {e}. If Ni = {e} we have that 
x E G H c e[xj]x E W*(G) 
njq 
is a group isomorphism and (abusing notation) that 
ul,(x) = C +A ~k4 = 1 +A 4(4 = 4+). 7rj”S1 RjESl 
Similarly, if N2 = {e}, Yg = I. The proof is now done. 
580/17/2-z 
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Remark. We now have that Q, E Aut(B(G)) satisfies (2) if and only if 
@eTLuTR. 
We now can improve the statement of [21, Theorem 31, as we do 
not have to assume squares satisfy (2); and we can greatly simplify 
the proof. First a definition. 
DEFINITION 2. If Qp, @, E Aut(B(G)) satisfy (2), i.e., are transfa- 
tions, then we say Qi, and Qs, are compatible if Qi,@, satisfies (2). 
(Note it follows that @.@, also satisfies (2).) 
THEOREM 3. Let @, = Tgylg , Qz = T,ul, be in Aut(B(G)), each 
satisfying (2). If q and Q2 are compatible, then either 
(1) YQ =IandY,, =Ior 
(2) u, = 1, and ul, = lb , 
Remark. This shows that translations Q1 and az are compatible 
if and only if @I and Qz are both “right translations” or both “left 
translations.” 
Proof. From Corollary 2 we have four possibilities a1 = TO and 
Q2 = T,, , namely (1) above; @I = T& and @‘z = TJ, , namely (2) 
above; Q1 = T& and @% = Th; Q1 = TB and @, = T,I, . But in 
the third case, for example, @,qi, = T&T, = T,TgwlI, = T&, 
from Proposition 1, But if QT1@, is to satisfy (2) we must have that 
either 1, = I or Ish = IB , i.e., Ih. = 1. If 1, = I, then (1) above 
holds; if 1, = I, then (2) above holds. A similar argument applies to 
the last case @, = TB and Qz = ThIh . 
We now have essentially reconstructed G; but before we wrap up 
the final details, let us relate what we have done in isolating TL u TR 
in Aut(B(G)) to Theorem 1 in which we isolated 9 in o(B(G)). 
We define a (natural) continuous function 
#: @EAut(B(G))++#@eE, 
the regular characters of B(G) as follows. First define e, E .9? to be 
that unique regular character which satisfies (e, , p) = /) p 1) for all 
p E P(G) (or equivalently, (e, , p) = 1 for all p E ext(P(G),)). Define 
#(“T,?&) = f(‘T,fY,)(e,). The fact that the range of # is all of 9? 
follows from [20, Theorem 11; in particular, TL or TR C Aut(B(G)) 
acts transitively on W. It may easily be verified that # is continuous 
with respect to the weak topology on Aut(B(G)) induced by e, E W 
and with respect to the a(B(G)‘, B(G))-topology relativized to 9. In 
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fact # restricted to T, (or TL) is a homeomorphism onto 9‘. Thus W is 
a locally compact topological group (with the group structure of T, 
transfered to 9 via #) which is topologically isomorphic with G. 
Relating T, (or T,) C Aut(B(G)) to 9 C a(B(G)) via # as we did in 
this paragraph may seem rather redundant, but the author believes 
that knowledge of this relationship is useful and edifying, especially 
in the more abstract situation we will soon deal with. 
We shall summarize the content of this section thus far in the 
following definition and theorem. 
DEFINITION 3. If B(G) is the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of locally 
compact group G, let TBcG) = {@ E Aut(B(G)): @ satisfies (2) of 
Theorem 2}, i.e., the “translations of B(G)“. Since {I} is a group in 
Aut(B(G)) also in TBtG) , Zorn’s lemma asserts the existence of a 
maximal group Getc, in TBtG) . Equipped with the strong topology 
determined by B(G) (or A(G)), Gstc) is a topological group, which 
we call a dual group of B(G). 
THEOREM 4. Let B(G) be the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of locally 
compact group G, and let Ge(o) be a dual group of B(G). We have that 
G B(c) is topologically isomorphic with G, i.e., GB(o) G G. Moreover, #, 
&$ned above is a homeomorphism of GBtG) onto 97, the regular characters 
of B(G)* 
.Remark. We can see that GBtc) is either TR or T, by Theorem 3. 
We leave the now simple proof of Theorem 4 to the reader. 
To conclude this section we would like to indicate briefly how one 
reconstructs G using only information provided by A(G), the Fourier 
algebra of G. Since it is possible (in fact “probable”) that A(G) 
contains “few” if any pure positive definite functions, i.e., elements 
of ext(P(G),), one cannot hope to have Theorem 2 holding verbatum 
for A(G) in place of B(G), even though each @ E Aut(A(G)), the 
isometric isomorphisms of A(G), h as a factorization exactly like (1) 
(cf. [20, Theor. 21). Note that we will often identify Aut(B(G)) and 
Aut(A(G)) via the obvious identification provided by factorization (1). 
Also, let us say that p E ext(P(G),) is in the support of a continuous, 
unitary representation 7-r of G if p is a coefficient of a no E G which is 
in the support of ~7 (cf. [4, Def. 18.1.71). We have now the following 
proposition concerning A(G). 
PROPOSITION 3. Given 4 E Aut(A(G)), we have 
lip - e%Dp II2 + \Ip + eie@pj\2 = 4 (3) 
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for all real 8 and all p E ext(P(G),) in the support of A, the left regular 
representation of G zy and only I.. 
jl p - e”“@p iI2 -t ii p + e%bp ]I2 < 4 (4) 
for all p E P(G), n A(G) and all real 6. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a p, E ext(P(G),) in the support of A 
and a real 6, such that 11 p, - e%Dpa (I2 + // p, + e%Dpa 112 > 4; then 
there exists fi , fi E C,(G) CL’(G) with // fi IIW*tc) < I such that 
j(po - eie@p,, fi>[” i- [(p, f eis@p,, , f2)12 > 4. Since p, is in the 
support of h, there exists a p,r E P(G), n A(G) such that (cf. [4, 
18.1.4, 13.5.21 d an recall that “@(fJ E C,(G), i = 1, 2) 
I(P,l - eieO@Pol,fJ12 + I(P,l + ei”“@Pol,fi>12 > 4 
which is a contradiction to Eq. (4). 
Conversely, if there is a p, E P(G), r\ A(G) and a real 0, such that 
II PO - eieO@Po /I2 + II PO + eieO@po /I2 > 4, 
then there are fi , f2 E C,(G) C Ll(G) with ]j fi IIMcG) < 1, i = 1,2 such 
that [(p, - eieo@p,,  f&l” + I(p, + eie@p,, fi)i2 > 4. There is then 
a convex combination p,r = CF=“=, &pi with J& hi = 1, hi > 0, 
pi E 4P(G),) in the support of X for i = 1, 2 ,,.., n, such that 
I(p,,1 - eieo@pol, fl>12 f I(p,l + eieop,,l, f2>12 > 4. Now by the proof 
of Theorem 2, pol = hp,l + (1 - h)p,l,h > 0, where @prr = T,p,l = 
PI1 . g, @p? = T,I,p,l = g . p:. Representing p2 as vector state 
wci,ci t i = 1, 2 with tl , t2 in the Hilbert space on which W*(G) 
acts, for example; we have 
4 < I WA I tl - e+e%-l&) + (1 - A)(t2 - eieogf2 Ifi*4,)1” 
+ I W& I & + e-““og-‘&) + (1 - ANT2 + eieogt2 If *t2)12 
< (A II tl - e -“eog-l& II+ (1 - h)ll t2 - eieogt2 II)” 
+ (A II El + e-ie%-lcfl II + (1 - h)l/ Es + eieOg5, II)” 
< A”(11 tI - e-“e%-l& II2 + II & + e-ieOg-‘SI II”) 
+ (1 - 4”(ll 5f2 - eie%t2 /I2 + II f2 + eiegt2 II”) 
+ 2W - 4(ll 5, - e-ieog-lSl II II E, - eieogt2 I/ 
+ II E1 + emi”%% II II t2 + eie%t2 II). 
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(Applying the parallelogram identity to the first two terms and the 
Cauchy Schwarz inequality to the last we have) 
< 4h2 + 4(1 - h)2 + 2h(l - A){/1 5, - eeieOg-‘~, /I2 
+ II 5, + e-ie~g-‘~l l ”>““~ll t2 - eis%52 II2 + II t2 + eie%E2 l12Y2 
< 4(X2 + (1 - h)2 + 2h(l - h)} = 4. 
It should be noted that in the second step we used the fact that 
llfi IIMc) = 1l.h IlcA~w = swd, II 4ji)ll i = 1, 2 to arrive at our 
contradiction. The proof is now complete. 
Remark. It can be verified that (4) is equivalent to 
11 a - eWPa II2 + /I a + eie@u !I2 < 4 11 a II2 (4’) 
for all real 6’ and all a E A(G) (cf. [7, 2.141). 
The argument will now revolve around the fact that there are 
“sufficiently many” pure positive definite functions in the support of h 
to make workable the arguments used to recover G in the Fourier- 
Stieltjes algebra case. Specifically we shall establish the following 
corollary of Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY 3. If Q, = T,Yg E Aut(A(G)) satisfies (3) in Proposi- 
tion 3, then ‘u, = either I or Ig . In particular @ is either (the transpose of) 
a left translation, Tg , or (the transpose of) a right translation TBIQ . 
Proof. We first observe that the discussion immediately preceding 
Corollary 2 applies “elementwise” to each rr E G. In particular, if 
@ = T,ul, satisfies (3), then ul, agrees with I9 on e[r]W*(G) or Yg 
agrees with I on e[n] W*(G) for each n E C?r , the reduced dual of G. 
Now let 
S, = {n E Gr: Y, agrees with IO on e[n]W*(G)}, 
S, = {n E G,.: Y, agrees with I on e[r]W*(G)}. 
Again, if Ni = finEsi ker, v i = 1, 2, then it follows from Proposi- 
tion 2 (since we can select the desired w E Gp) that either Nr = {e] 
or N2 = {e). The rest of the argument of Corollary 2 applies verbatum. 
Now in this case we make the following. 
DEFINITION 3. If @r , Q2 E Aut(A(G)) satisfy (3), i.e., are trans- 
lations, then we say @r and Qz are h-compatible if @r@, satisfies (3). 
(Note it follows that Q2@, also satisfies (3).) 
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The restatement of Theorem 3 for Qi, , QZ E Aut(A(G)), each 
satisfying (3) obviously holds; in fact the proof is the same. We thus 
have that @i , Q2 E Aut(A(G)), each satisfying (3), are X-compatible if 
and only if both are “right translations” or both are “left translations.” 
We note also that the map # can be defined exactly as before, since 
Aut(A(G)) identifies with Aut(B(G)) and 9 JAtG) = o(A(G)). 
We can now summarize our discussion of A(G) in the following 
definition and theorem. 
DEFINITION 4. If A(G) is the Fourier algebra of locally compact 
group G, let T a(c) = {@ E Aut(A(G)): @ satisfies (4) of Proposition 3 
(or (4’))), i.e., the “translations of A(G)“. Since {I} is a group in 
Aut(A(G)) also in TAcC) , Zorn’s lemma asserts the existence of a 
maximal group GA(G) of TAtC) . Equipped with the strong topology 
determined by A(G), GAtC) is a topological group, which we call a 
dual group of A(G). 
THEOREM 5. Let A(G) be the Fourier algebra of locally compact 
group G, and let GAcC) be a dual group of A(G). We have that GAtG) 
is topologically isomorphic with G, i.e., GA(~) g G. Moreover, 
#: @ E GAtG) E+ #@ E a(A(G)) is a homeomorphism (onto). 
Remark. Clearly GAtG) is either T, or T, , we leave the proof to 
the reader. 
4. ABSTRACT FOURIER AND FOURIER-STIELTJES ALGEBRAS 
One way to summarize much of the preceding section is to say that 
Q, E Aut(A(G)) is a translation (“left” or “right”) if and only if 
/I a - e@@a 112 + 11 a + eie@a ]I2 < 4 11 a /I2 for all real 8 and all 
a E A(G). Note that exactly the same statement, with B(G) in place 
of A(G), is true. So let us make the following 
DEFINITION 5. If A is a normed algebra, let Aut(A) denote the 
set of isometric algebra autqmorphisms of A. Let 
TA = {@ E Aut(A) : 11 a - @@a ~I2 
+ 11 a + eWu /I2 < 4 I/ a ~I2 for all a E A and all real O}. 
Let GA be a maximal group of T, . We will say that GA is a dual group 
of A. 
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Remark. We will henceforth refer to the defining condition of T, 
as (TJ, and it should be noted that T, is a closed subset of Aut(A) 
equipped with the strong topology. This is readily seen from 
Ta = n {Cp EAut(A) : // a - P&r 1)’ + 11 a + eie@u 11’ < 4 /I u II’}, 
OEA 
meal 
and from the inequality 
](I\ a - e%Dp II2 + 11 a + eie@Q2 11”) - (II a - eiW2u II2 + I\ a + eie02u II”)1 
G II @Ia - @P,a II 8 II a II 
which shows that TA is the intersection of closed sets. It follows that 
each GA is also closed. 
Remark. For any normed algebra A at least one GA exists, since 
{I} C Aut(A), the group consisting of the identity automorphism, is in 
T* and Zorn’s lemma then yields at least one maximal group GA, 
i.:: GA is maximal if there is no subgroup Gr C Aut(A) such that 
GA $Z G1 C T, . Obviously, an algebra A (such as B(G) or A(G) for G 
not abelian) can have more than one dual group, but all dual groups 
of a given algebra might be topologically isomorphic (as is the case 
for B(G) and A(G)) so in certain cases it is meaningful to (and we 
will) speak of the (unique) dual group. Also more than one algebra can 
have a given group as a dual group, e.g., A(G) and B(G) for G not 
compact. 
In order to properly appreciate how difficult it might be to find a 
nontrivial Q, E TA for very general A let us consider the following 
simple yet instructive example. Let X be a locally compact Haudorff 
topological space, C,(X) the C*-algebra of continuous, complex- 
valued functions which vanish at infinity on X. Now Aut(C,(X)) 
consists precisely of all %D (where we will again drop the presuper- 
script t) where @ is a homeomorphism of X. We assert that T,-tx) = {I}. 
If X has at least three points and @ E Aut(C,(X)) is not 1, there exists 
x,, E X such that @(x0) # x0, and an xi E X such that x1 #xc,, 
x1 # @(x,,), @(xi) # @(x,,). Now there exists an f E C,(X) with 
ljfllDo (supremum norm) = 1, f (x,,) = f(xJ = 1 = f (@(x1)) and 
f(@@o)> = -1. Thus Ilf - @ft, > If@,) -f(@(q,))l" = 4. If @ 
were in Tc,lx) , we would have If(x) + f (D(x))1 = 0 for all x E X. 
But If (x1) + f (@(xl))1 = 2, hence @ 4 TA . Now if X has only two 
points, (the transpose of) the nonidentity homeomorphism o0 of X is 
not in T,O(x) . 
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To see this note that 
max{l x - eiey 12; ( y - e% I”} + max{l x + eiSy 12, jy + e% 1”) 
= m*={2 1 x I2 + 2 1 y I2 & (5?y - rx)(e@ - eie)} 
Now take x = eie, y = 1 and - in place of &. Then we see that the 
expression reduces to 4 + / eis - eeis I2 which attains the value 8 for 
0 = 7~/2. Thus the function f: X = {x1 , x,} -+ @, the complex 
numbers, withf(x,) = i,f(~,) = I satisfies 
Hence TcOfX) = {I} for all locally compact, Hausdorff X. We note in 
passingthatllf- @fll”, + Iif+ WI2 <4Ilf/12,forallf~ CO({xr,xa}), 
and all Cp E Aut(C,,({x r , x2))), thus the eis factor in the ( TA) condition 
is necessary to “eliminate” C&(x, , x2}). As a corollary of the above 
discussion we observe that A(G) and B(G) are never C*-algebras 
unless G has only one point. Related to this discussion is the fact that 
A(G) and B(G) can be renormed as C*-algebras if and only if G is 
finite (cf. L. T. Gardner, Uniformly closed Fourier algebras, Acta. 
Sci. Math. 33 (1972) 211-216). 
Having defined G, it is natural to ask two general questions. Given 
a normed algebra A, what are its dual groups? Given a group G, 
for what normed algebras is G a dual group ? Of course, it is beyond 
the scope of this paper to answer these completely general questions. 
Thus for the first question we will go no further here than to recall 
that the previous section demonstrates that (all dual groups) GA = G 
if A = -4(G) or A = B(G), and that the previous example shows 
(all dual groups) G, = (I) f or any commutative C*-algebra A. For 
the second question we by no means provide a complete answer 
either, but in the remainder of this section we give lists of conditions 
for a normed algebra which are necessary and sufficient for it to be the 
Fourier (or Fourier-Stieltjes) algebra of its (necessarily unique) 
dual group. At this point we immediately retreat from the Olympian 
heights of generality in Definition 4 and place a strong condition on 
our normed algebra A. 
We assume the following. 
(i) There exists a point e E o(A), the spectrum of A, such that 
A = (I’), the set of all finite, complex-linear combinations of 
P = {a E A: {a, e) = I/ a II>. W e remark at this point in case A is 
A(G) or B(G), e can be choosen to be any point in a(A(G)) or W, 
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respectively. Note that the mere assertion that there exists e E o(A) 
rules out all nontrivial simple algebras as candidates for A. 
Several properties desired for A now follow. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose A satisfies (i), then: 
(a) P is a norm-closed, pointed, generating cone of A, i.e., XP C P 
for all X>O, P+PCP, Pn(-P) =(O}, (P) = A. 
Moreooer P * PC P and II P,P, II = II Pl II II P2 IL II P, + p2 II = 
IIPIII + IIP2ll~P,~P,~P. 
(b) If GA is a dual group of A and {@‘.} is a net in G, , @ E G, , 
then lim,(@,a, e> = (@a, e) for each a E A ;f and only if 
lim, II @,a - @u (/ = Ofor each a E A. 
(c) Define @J = W(e) E o(A) for each Sp E Aut(A). We then have 
for {@J a net in G,; @ E G, , that o(A’, A) - lim, #GE = *@ 
if and only if strong - lim,@, = @, i.e., lim, 11 @,a - @a (( 
for each a E A, if and only if lim, 0, = Qi in the weak topology 
on G, determined by e, i.e., lim, (@,a, e> = (@a, e) for each 
UEA., 
Proof. Part (a) for the most part is a simple application of the 
triangle inequalities for addition and multiplication in A, respectively, 
together with the fact that e E a(A). To prove (b) suppose 
lim(@au, e) = (@a, e) a 
for each a E A. Since {Ga} C G,, , @ E GA we have 
But if a E P we have that lim,(@,@-la, e) = (a, e> = 1) a I). Now 
jj @,@% + alI2 > I(Qn@-la + Q, e)j2 implies that 
4 11 a II2 3 lip I/ @a@i-la + a \I2 > lip I(@~@% + a, e)12 = 4 I\ a (I2 
for a E P. Thus for a E P we have 
0 < li,m/j !Da@-la - a (I2 < 4 11 a ]I2 - lim /I CDa@-la + a lj2 = 0. a 
But (P) = A. Thus lim, (I @,@-‘a - a II = 0 for each a E A, i.e., 
lim, 11 @,a - @a (1 = 0 for each a E A. The converse of (b) is trivial. 
To prove (c) we observe that o(A’, A) - lim, +Q. = +?D if and 
only if lim,(a, %Du) = (a, +@) for each a E A if and only if 
lim,(@a, e) = (@a, e>. The rest follows from (b). 
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PROPOSITION 5. I'G A is a dualgroup of normed algebra A, then the 
map @ E G, I-+ #Q, E *GA C a(A) is a homeomorphism of G, with, for 
example, the strong topology onto #G, , the orbit of e under the action of 
“G, , with the (relative) o(A’, A)-topology. 
Proof. The map # establishes a bijection between G,/N, and 
#GA, where N, = (@ E GA: @(e) = e). But @ E GA implies 
II P - @P /I2 + II P + @P II2 d 4 II P II2 
if p E P, and “Q(e) = e implies 
4 II P II2 3 II P + @P II2 2 KP + @P, e>12 = KP, e> + (P, e>12 = 4 /I P 112. 
Thus @ E N, implies @p = p for all p E P, yet (P) = A. Thus 
@ = 1, and N, = (I). The fact that # is now a homeomorphism with 
respect to the indicated topologies is just Proposition 4(c). 
We can now view #G, as a topological group, topologically 
isomorphic with G, . From this point on we will adopt the convention 
that the multiplication in #G, is anti-isomorphicaliy related to that 
of G, via #, i.e., #(grgJ = #g2”gl for g, , g, E GA . (The reader 
should note that there is a different # for each dual group GA .) 
Remark. We have a unique factorization like (1) in the present 
framework, if #G, = #Aut(A). To see this let 0 E Aut(A). Then 
#@ = f-g for some g E G A , and we can write @ = (@g-“)g for this g. 
Now let 6$! = {@ E Aut(A): #@ = e}; this is a subgroup of Aut(A), 
and 6X = {@ E Aut(A): @p E P for all p E P}. Now 
#(@g-l) = tg-l(t@(e)) = tg-l(tg(e)) = e, 
i.e., @g-l E O!. Thus Aut(A) = aG,; a factorization like (1). As for 
uniqueness, let @ = Yigi , gi E G, , Yi E @, i = 1, 2. Then g2g11 = 
Y;?Yi , i.e., e = #(gz’gr) = #gr#gg,l. Thusg, = g, , and we are done. 
Remark. We also note that if g E G, and Y E apI, then Y-lgY E TA . 
Let the subgroup of a, {Y E a: Y-lg!Y E GA for all g E GA) be denoted 
Q!,; and let aA = {YE GPI: Y-lgY 6 G, for at least one g E GA}. There 
is a natural homomorphism of YE GE, + Y-l * YE Aut(G,), the 
topological automorphisms of GA . Now if Y is in the kernel of this 
homomorphism, then gY = Yg for a11 g E G,; hence Y(#g) = +g for 
all #g E #G, . If we make an assumption on A which implies that the 
action of a r@ E “Aut(A) on #G, determines @, then we get 
01, C Aut(G,J in (the above) natural fashion. As for QA , its structure 
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at this point is not clear; in particular, it is not obvious how many 
groups are conjugate to a given GA . Each such conjugate group is, 
however, a dual group of A. 
At this point let us decide to first characterize the Fourier algebra. 
We will now make an assumption consistent with this goal, which will 
also establish a unique factorization for Aut (A). 
We shall assume the following. 
(ii) There is a dual group GA such that #G, = a(A), i.e., lGA acts 
transitively on the spectrum of A. 
This assumption rules out examples such as C,,(X) with X having 
at least two points, but we are not yet guaranteed that a(A) is “large 
enough.” The easiest way to assure this is to assume: (iii) A is a 
commutative Banach algebra. 
The dividends of assumptions (ii) and (iii) are immediate; namely, 
#G,, = u(A) is now a locally compact topological group; and via the 
Gelfand transform a E A +P a” E A C C,(#G,), A is represented as a 
(left) translation invariant function algebra A. 
Our next assumption is necessary (as we shall see). We assume that: 
(iv) A is Tauberian, i.e., {a E A: ci has compact support} is norm dense 
in A. 
The relevant example showing the necessity of (iv) is the algebra 
A(G)‘/” = (b E B(G): b(s) = 0 for all s E a(B(G)) such that s 6 G}, 
viz., the kernel of the hull of A(G) in B(G). A(G)1/2 is (two-sided) 
translation invariant since {s E a(B(G)): s $ G} is a two-sided ideal in 
the semigroup u(B(G)) (cf. [20]). Now suppose G is abelian and not 
compact. Then A(G)‘/” is a subalgebra of B(G) that satisfies (i), (ii), 
(iii) and A(G)‘/” # A(G) (cf. [20] and J. L. Taylor, L-subalgebras of 
M(G), Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 135 (1969), 105-113). 
Now consider the set of all finite complex-linear sums xi X,#g, 
viz., (#GA). Th ere is a natural pre-C*-algebra structure that this 
algebra of measures inherits from Y(I,2(#GA)) since 
h (c Vk) E -V2(“G,)) and h (C h,#g,) w h (C c,#g,‘) 
is an isometric involution. We observe that this pre-C*-norm 
I/ x h,#g, Ilr\ is independent of the choice of Haar measure. Now our 
goal is to assume some condition that will imply that A^ = A(rG,), 
where the norm of A coincides with the norm of A(#G,). One may try 
piecemeal to first get A C B(#GA) as a set and then try to get the 
norms to match. The crux of the matter, however, is that the norm of 
A, if A is to be the Fourier algebra of a G, , must be related to the 
topological group structure of G, in a unique and quite strong way. 
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W’e thus make an assumption which has its origins in the Eberlein 
characterization of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms (cf. [16, p. 321). We 
assume, 
We note that if (a^, “g) = 0 for all #g E #G, , then 
Hence A is semisimple, i.e., the Gelfand representation is faithful. With 
(v)we have that A^ is a closed subalgebra of B(G), with l/u/IA =I)ciIJB(ucA!, 
and with (iv) we have that A C A(#G,) (cf. [7, 2.6, 3.41). Thus A 1s 
isometrically isomorphic with a closed, left-translation invariant 
subalgebra of A(#G,). 
It is not clear that the sixth and last assumption (which we soon 
state) is required. The reason for this comment is the following 
example. Suppose G is a locally compact abelian group and r is the 
dual group of G. Let N be any subalgebra of M’(r), the convolution 
algebra of (bounded) complex, regular Bore1 measures on G, which 
satisfies the following two conditions: (i) if p E N and v E &P(P) with v 
absolutely continuous with respect to p, then v E N; (ii) the maximal 
ideal space of N is G. Any such N must containLr(r) and be contained 
in V(Qr/z, the intersection of all maximal ideals of Ml(r) containing 
Ll(r), (cf. J. Taylor, L-subalgebras of M(G), Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 
135 (1969), 105-l 13). Taking the Fourier transform we see that an 
analog of this fact for B(G) is the following. Any translation-invariant 
closed subalgebra A of B(G) whose maximal ideal space is G must 
satisfy A(G) C A C A(G)‘/“. At this time we do not have a definitive 
answer regarding the truth of the above analog for arbitrary 
locally compact G. For this reason we tentatively assume a sixth 
condition which assures that A is “large enough,” i.e., A = A(#G,J. 
We assume: (vi) A is locally normal, i.e., given a compact set KC #GA 
and an open set U 3 K, there exists an a E A such that a^(x) = 1 for 
all xEK and 6(x) = 0 for all x$ U, and 0 < /a(x)\ < 1 for XE U 
and x $ K. 
Condition (vi) is one of the fundamental properties of A(G) (cf. [16, 
2.6; and [7, 3.21). W e now show that A^ = A(#G,). First of all we can 
approximate the characteristic function of any compact set in L2(#G,) 
norm by a function from A^ with compact support, and the charac- 
teristic functions of compact sets from a total set in L2(#GA). Thus 
any L2(#G,)-function is approximable in L2(#GA)-norm by a function 
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in A^ with compact support. Now recall that f(x) = ~(cc-‘) for all 
x E +G, , f a complex-valued function on #GA . But p^ = p for all 
p E P, since p is positive definite, thus if f E A, then JE A. Now the 
map #g E #GA t-+ga E A is continuous with respect to the norm 
topology of A, hence if f and h are continuous with compact support 
and in a we have that the Bochner integral 
f * &‘) = #GA f f(r) @y-l ‘1 dY = #GA f f b%,&‘) 4 
defines an element in A. Thus given any a E A(#G& there exists f,, 
and h, in L2(#G,) such that a = f. t ho, (cf. [7, p. 2181). Thus if fc 
and h, in A^, with compact support satisfy 
llfll -f< II2 G 42 II &I I12 + 4fo l/2) 
and II ho - h, II2 < 42 IIf0 IL; we have 
5 
11 fo * ho - fs * A, h#GA) 
We are now done (cf. [7, 3.11). 
We summarize the foregoing in the following definition and 
theorem. 
Definition 6. Suppose A is a Banach algebra which satisfies 
(i)-(vi). Then we shall say that A is an (abstract) Fourier algebra. 
THEOREM 6. If A is an abstract Fourier algebra, then A g A(G,), 
i.e., A is isometrically isomorphic with the Fourier algebra of its 
(necessarily unique) locally compact dual group Ga . 
We now characterize Fourier-Stieltjes algebras in terms of Fourier 
algebras as follows. Let B be a commutative, Banach algebra which 
satisfies the following. 
(i’) There exists a Fourier algebra A such that A is a subalgebra 
of B with a(A) C a(B)IA . 
(ii’) If II C h,#gi (In denotes the pre-C*-algebra norm that 
(*GA) inherits from W*(#G,), we assume that 
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(iii’) If f E C,(@G,), the bounded continuous functions on #GA , 
and if ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Kf, Ch,Pi>l < + CO, then there exists 
a b E B with 6 j#GA = f, where 6 denotes the Gelfand 
transform of b. 
Remark. Condition (i) can be replaced by the condition (i)“. 
There exists an ideal A C B, where A is a Fourier algebra. To see that 
(i)” implies (i)’ we only need note that if #g E a(A), then b E B (being a 
multiplier of A) is such that b(#g) = (ba)(#g)/a(#g) for a(#g) # 0, 
a E A, is a well-defined extension of #g to an element in o(B). Hence 
o(A) C @)I. . T o see that (i)’ implies (i)“, let A be a Fourier sub- 
algebra of B with o(A) C a(B)/,+ . Then S = {a E A: a” has compact 
support on o(A)) is norm dense in A. If a E S and b E B we claim that 
ba E S CA. Now I(ba, C hi#gi)I < /I ba llB 11 C Xi#gi I=; and this means 
that ba E B(#GJ and h as compact support, hence ba E A(#G,) = A^. 
Thus, if a is now arbitrary in A and a, E S satisfies 11 a - a, lie < E, 
we have j( ba - ba, /Is < (j b (j E and hence ba E A. Thus A is an ideal 
in B. 
Remark. Condition (iii)’ is necessary to insure that we have the 
entire Fourier-Stieltjes algebra. A relevant example is-B, (in the nota- 
tion of [7]) for a nonamenable group G. Jn this case B, # B(G) 
(e.g., B,, does not contain the constant functions, hence has no unit). 
Yet B, contains A(G) and B, is contained in B(G), so B, satisfies (i)’ 
and (ii)‘. 
We have the following definition and theorem. 
DEFINITION 7. If B is a commutative Banach algebra which 
satisfies (i)‘, (ii)‘, and (iii)’ we say that B is an abstract Fourier- 
Stieltjes algebra. 
THEOREM 7. If B is an (abstract) Fourier-Stieltjes algebra, then 
B g B(G,), i.e., B is isometrically isomorphic with the Fourier-Stieltjes 
algebra of its (necessarily unique) dual group G, . 
Proof. We have that o(A) is *GA by Theorem 6. Since 
44 C @)I. , condition (ii)’ assures us that the map b E B t-+ 
61 o(A) E B(*G,) is actually an isometry into B(*G,), (cf. [7, 2.131). 
Condition (iii)’ assures us that this map is also onto. Thus B G B(+G,), 
and our analysis in the previous section shows that Getsc,) E GA , 
thus G, z G, and we are done. 
For completeness we note that Theorems 4-7 offer two analogs of 
Pontriagin duality, viz., one in which the dual object for a locally 
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compact group is chosen to be a Fourier algebra and vice versa, 
(cf. Theor. 5 and 6), and the other in which the dual for a locally 
compact group is chosen to be a Fourier-Stieltjes algebra and vice 
versa, (cf. Theor. 4 and 7). 
We comment also on the fact that if the dual group of a Fourier or 
Fourier-Stieltjes algebra is abelian, then we have a characterization of 
commutative L1-group algebras and commutative Ml-measure 
algebras, (cf. [15]). 0 ur characterization in this special case differs 
from that in [15] at several points since we do not yet have a suffi- 
ciently detailed “totally noncommutative theory of integration.” When 
such a theory is developed a deeper analysis of condition (v) might be 
possible. 
In the direction of more generality a natural question occurs. Is 
there a meaningful concept such as a noncommutative Fourier 
algebra? This question arises in the following way. In an attempt to 
formulate the foregoing theory in a single category (for the moment 
we use the term category loosely), one is immediately led to interpret 
our results as a duality between Banach algebras, e.g., between L1(G) 
and A(G) or between Ml(G) and B(G). In this way the “duals” of 
certain noncommutative algebras (Ll(G) and Ml(G)) are commutative 
V(G) and B(G), respectively) and vice versa. Might there not be 
some subcategory of Banach algebras embracing L’(G), Ml(G), A(G), 
B(G) in which a duality principle may be formulated ? If so some 
“generalized noncommutative Li algebra” would probably have 
another “generalized noncommutative L1 algebra” as its dual, thus the 
concept of a noncommutative Fourier algebra might appear. 
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